Dates to remember

Week 5

Thu 21st May,  
* Primary athletics carnival 
Fri 22nd May,  
* Spartans Drumbeat performance at the Community Centre  
* Fair Play excursion to Little Munchkins Play Centre for selected students.

Week 6

Mon 25th May,  
* District cross country in Cootamundra 
Tue 26th May,  
* GRIP leadership conference in Wagga for Year 6 students

Week 7

Wed 3rd Jun,  
* ICAS Science test  
* RED DAY at T.H.S. Wear red and bring a gold coin to raise money for the Salvos Red Shield Appeal  
* P and C social meeting at 7pm in the Library. Drinks and nibbles provided.

Thu 4th Jun,  
* “Rubbish” - visiting performance in the hall. Cost $4.50 
Fri 5th Jun,  
* Riverina Dance Festival in Albury

Focus on technology

Pictured above are Lana P and Hayley F in the computer room, applying what they have learnt about the meaning of red and green squiggly lines under words. Do you know what those lines mean?

Hooray! Our new smart board has arrived

Kinder Flash students, Imogen C and Charlie W proudly showed off their brand new smart board yesterday.

There are still a large number of jumpers and hats that do not have a name on them.

Please ensure you put a name on each piece of clothing so they can be returned to your child.